Lead Sponsor

Our track record gives evidence of our deep understanding of security issues inside military, MOI and other security-sensitive organizations. We believe ourselves to be the best experts in the global field of intelligence solutions. And we are proud of our excellent, long term customer relationships which are based on mutual trust, reliability and stability.

In our worldwide Monitoring Center projects, training, service and consultancy have always been a mainstay. As we strive to become the global number one in unreserved customer satisfaction, we have now formalized these aspects into our '24/365 Lifecycle Management'.

With a growing customer base in over 160 countries across five continents, Nokia Siemens Networks is globally one of the three most important telecom suppliers. This means that we belong to one of the world's largest network communications companies with a leading position in all key markets.

Making the world safer...
...with trend-setting intelligence solutions

Associate Lead Sponsors

AQSACOM develops and markets real time Lawful interception, Data retention, mobility tracking and surveillance solutions. AQSACOM, provides end-to-end turnkey solutions for fulfilling lawful interception and data retention requirements anywhere in the world, especially over highly heterogeneous networking and services environments.

Lawful Interception is our core business with 14 years of experiences in developing and deploying Li systems for governments' law enforcements agencies and carriers in over 30 countries.

The ATIS systems group has a 60-year track record in recording technology and a 15-year track record in integrated lawful interception. With its solutions ATIS is a key technology partner for Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), members of the public safety community, network operators and network equipment vendors. www.atis-systems.com.

Ericsson is shaping the future of Fixed and Mobile Broadband communications through its continuous technology leadership. Providing innovative solutions in more than 175
countries, Ericsson is helping to create the most successful communication companies in the world. Ericsson offers state of the art Data Retention and Lawful Interception Solutions. www.ericsson.com

The ETI Group is a leading global provider of integrated LI solutions for law enforcement and telecom/internet service providers. The ETI group specialises in LI and Data Retention solutions that provide future proof and scalable platforms for acquiring information from multiple sources and ensure compliance with national and international standards and regulations, www.etiglobal.net

Gamma International is proud to present its EXCLUSIVE FINFISHER portfolio of IT intrusion tools at the ISS World EMEA Dubai 2009. The FinFisher portfolio is designed to help government agencies remotely access and monitor a target's computer covertly. Basic functionalities include Skype monitoring, chat logging, keystroke recording, and accessing deleted files. FinFisher is highly sensitive and only for sale to authorized government end-users. For more information contact: info@gammagroup.com

Kommlabs established in 1995 provides Interception solutions to Intelligence Agencies, Law Enforcement Agencies and Communication Service Providers and help them to meet the challenges by providing end-to-end Lawful Interception and Mass Interception solutions for Circuit Switched and Packet Switched communication. We provide Passive Mass Interception Systems for Satellite, Undersea cable and Microwave etc. The solutions for Countrywide Monitoring Centre Networks include - Cellular (UMTS, GSM, EVDO & CDMA), Fixed Line, Long Distance (TDMA & VoIP) and Internet. Tactical Intercept Solutions include - Passive GSM - A5.1, Semi-Active GSM - A5.1/A5.2, Active GSM, xDSL and WiFi. www.kommlabs.com

OraTech Technology Systems has a specialist information and knowledge about Private & Secret Improved Telecommunication Solution Topics for Intelligence & Security Systems, System Integration, Project Management & Consulting and Data Management & Security and gives professional consulting with its experienced experts to its customers internationally.

Qosmos provides software and hardware platforms that extract information traveling over networks in real time with unparalleled precision and depth. The technology has been designed for use in critical applications such as lawful interception, data retention and regulatory compliance. It enables LEAs, System Integrators, Equipment Providers and Software Vendors to enhance their solutions with detailed network intelligence to better monetize, optimize or protect networked information.

Spectronic is one the world's leading suppliers of highly advanced mission-critical surveillance and communications interception equipment for government agencies, providing solutions for intercepting and decoding various types of communication methods and protocols. Our solutions are of modular design, allowing us the flexibility to deliver complete turn-key monitoring centers, or decoding components that can be integrated into existing systems.

SS8 is a leader in communications intercept and a worldwide provider of regulatory compliant, electronic intercept and surveillance solutions. Headquartered in the heart of the Silicon Valley in Milpitas, California, SS8 has a global reach and is an independent provider of regulatory-compliant electronic surveillance solutions that have been deployed in over 25 countries for the largest wire-line, wireless, cable, VoIP and satellite service providers. These voice and data installations can intercept more than 100 million
subscribers, and serve local, regional and national law enforcement and intelligence agencies worldwide. SS8 products are sold and supported both directly and through OEM partnerships.

Suntech specializes in providing lawful interception and data retention solutions and services, to rapidly and cost effectively, comply with ETSI and local mandates. With over 10 years experience in the telecommunication industry, Suntech technology is used industry-wide by major network elements vendors, underlining Suntech's capability, flexibility and low cost development.

Telesoft Technologies products allow intelligence agencies, system integrators and service providers to extract information from fixed, 2/3G mobile and packet networks. Our universal passive probes extract call content, signalling and location information for use by monitoring applications. Over 250 operators in more than 100 countries use our equipment ensuring wide protocol compatibility and seamless connection of your applications to real world systems. www.telesoft-technologies.com

ThorpeGlen TMS provides Data Extraction and Analysis solutions to Law Enforcement and National Security using large data collectors and a central intelligence system. ThorpeGlen's predictive intelligence capability discovers new communication devices used by criminals and once new devices are identified, the TMS will track the position of that equipment.

TruePosition (www.trueposition.com) is the world's leading provider of location determination and intelligence solutions for the safety and national security markets. TruePosition provides high-accuracy location information for any phone in any environment, offering insightful intelligence and delivering powerful solutions that enable private enterprises and government agencies to protect people, combat crime, and save lives like never before.

Celebrating its 25th year of business, Utimaco is a leading global provider of data security solutions, enabling mid- to large-size organizations to safeguard their data assets against intentional or accidental data loss, and to comply with privacy laws. Since 1994 Utimaco has been developing lawful interception systems for mobile and fixed network operators and Internet service providers. Utimaco LIMSTM is installed and successful in operation with more than 130 operators in 60 countries. www.utimaco.com/lims

Exhibitors / Sponsors